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I.

BTRODUCTION

part aircraft ilays in forestry bas gained
treni en dous ly in rua gn it u de and s cope w it h in t be last
decade. ?ith the rídern trend of travel turning to
airplanes more and more, and with the more intensive
use of airplanes beir brought to tbe eye of the public
as a need for national defense, it is only natural that
aeronautics
wings of aviation take on strength, and
should find an increasingly important place in the field
of forestry.
The forest 3ervice bas conducted experiments along
many lires in aviation resulting in a number of important
developmaits. These experiments are but a. stepping stone
to something greater in the field of aviation and its
relationship to forestry.
The use of airplanes is increasing each year, as well
as the number of aircraft , n ith the huge defense program
stressing the nanufacturing and need for more airplanes.
What will hapen ahen this defense program ends? What
will tlae government do aith the enormous number of airplanes tht it is manufactiing at the present? These
are only a fan of the many questions that should be considered for the future, but they can be determined only
by time. mare is the possibility that airplanes can be
The

ttt
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used.

to a

Tood

advantage for forestry ;ork in the future.

This is food for thought.

this treatise I n going to present a resume of
the many uses that aviation and aircraft Dlay in forestry,
and also its fature TDossiiJilities.
'7ill the present decade make as many advances, and
will th be as great as those made in the last decade?
In

3

II.
.t.

HISTORY OF

fiT

USE OF AIRCR

ircraIt
irp1anes drew the interest

IN FORESTRY

Early Use o'

after

the

ñrst

world war.

The

forest aVñcers soon
Forest Service's first
of

pro1

use vas or forest protection by systematic

detection cf fires in 1919.

ThiS program

as sponsored

by the erriiy Jiich stood the entire expense for

year. This prorarn

vvas

carried

on

until

for

this first

1924, beine

sponsored by the army Air Corps which furnished the pilots
and planes. Congress appropriated the funds for this air
patrol v;orc. Tiie Forest Service supplied the obsorvors

other incidental items.
During ttese years it vas proven that the lookout
system was more reliable for initial detection of fJres
and faster, thus previöing too much competition for
regular patrol flights. Following this a airplanes
ecial flights diing
fcT patrol w'e confined to
emergencies, such as, detection fILihts after lightning
storms and the scounting of going fires.(1) Aerial
detection alnays was and always ulli be worth'thile when
systematic stationary lookout service is not in effect.
In 1925 an a nropriation by Congress made it possible
for the Forest Service to operate rmy airplanes with
and

civilian pilots

and mechanics.

This was the

first

awpropri-

possible for the Forest Service to operate aircraft. T he s arne s er vi. o e was o ont i nue d dur i ng t he f ir e
ation

made

l97.
e aercia1

seasons ci' 1926 end
Contracts with

stipulated rates per

hour carne

a.iiiation concerns at
into existence during

the present time, ncexly all airplanes used
in National Forest york are privately-owned and contracted for by Regional Offices on a flying hour 'oasis.
The light and economical cubtt p]nes can be hired at a
192g.

2t

little

higher than the cost of foot patrolman and
motor patrolman. Their low imitiel and operating
costs are very important factors. (1)
The year 1930 ;as the start of the dropping of supplies on ing fires. The tight-package method of
dropping supplies was first developed, but this as
superseded first by the loose-package method nhieh in

cost

folloed

small burlap parachute method.
These nall burJ.p parachutes were developed in the
Pacific Northwest Region. Condemned Army silk parachutes

turn

was

by the

are recommended for tho nork, but they cannot always be
obtained. (1)

First Experiments with Parachute Smoke-chasers
In 1935 in the Intermountain Region the parachuting

of

men to

fires

was

was done, hut they

This work

advocated,

arrived at

was abandoned

until

and. some

no

enperimental work

definite solutions.

1939, when Harold King was

hired by the Forest Service, given a plane, and told to
develop the idea. A new type of steerable parachute was
manufactured by parachute maniif'ac turers who were interested

5

in the se experiments. The Che lan pro ject was the first
to test premeditated perachute jumps in tinered mountain
country, and it was found to be surprisingly successful.

vy

encouraging. The result
Itr. King's results were
a new method of transportation for the forest fire

was

control forces. (1)
As far as is known the Forest Service has purchased
only one airplane, and that was in 1938. This was the
plane ueed by Harold King while he was in the Pacific
Northv;est conducting his experirnts on finding new
methods of use for airp]anes in the Forest Service.
In 1939 the Civil Aeronautics uthority transferred a
cabin seaplane to the Forest Service; this ship was
used on the Superior National Forest for fire control
work. It is adapted to use in this country because of
the large number of ]kes located herein.
C.

Appropriations to Forest Service
In

139

Congress

development of
come was,

rotatir

apopriated 43OO,OOO
wing

aircraft.

V[hat

for the

the out-

sud wlat happened to the money, is a mystery.

THE AIRPLANE AND FOREST FIRES

III.

Scouting Iires
The

fires

is

reu1ar

círplanes in scouting large going

is

occasionally more practical than a ground

force set-up for scouting because
v!ien

L

The

Forest Service.

corrnon practice by the

noci

air patrol

use of

it

is

mobile;

reconnaissance of the burning area

is

thus

triade

the

ground forces are advised of any smoldering Lires and of
the position and movement of
the

fire, the observer can (uick1y determine its intensity,

location,

extent, rate and direction of burning; also the

cheracter of the
material
He

Circling above

fire.

t

cari

is

matie1

in tne

the.t

is burning and

wit

kind of

path of the fire can be ascertained.

determine what natural barriers are opposed

to

the

spread of the flames and the most advantageous routes of

approach for combatting the fire.
Then this practice was first employed, the costs were
extremely high.

However,

more economical ships and
the

due to

the advent

ttir rapidity

costs were lowered considerably.

of

of the smaller,

development

One of the reasons

that aircraft does not have more use in forestry is that
the Forest Service cannot justify the keeping of

during the winter months.

ircraft

The experiments conducted in

Montana and on the Ohelan National Forest within the
last several years have proven that airplanes can be of

7

very great use. It is only natural to assume that aviation
in the Iorest Service vim make more and longer strides
in the years to come, esnecially if a solution to this

pblem

is found.

Vithin the next several years one will

airplane will
of transportation.

find the costs of aircraft lower,
become more and. more a mode
B.

Use of

ond the

erial Photographs in Scouting Fires

There are other uses to which the n irplane can be
put when it is used. for tle scouting of fires. Taking
pictures of going fires, dropping of film to the ground,

printing of these pictures has
great aid in the scouting of fires. Many times the

and the development and

proven a

lack of detailed. scouting iníormation hampers quick oranization of fire suppression forces. The developed aerial
photograph gives the fire boss the necessary information
regarding topography, fiel type, streams, roads, trails,
and other features in the vicinity of the fire. The use
of these photographs will also eliminate discreancies that
might creep in when one tries to ñsualize conditions through
the eyes of another person.

The photographs can be

utilized

to a great extent by the fire boss, especially if he hos
to combat a fire at night. These pictures give him all the
infornìtion that is necessary to utilize his fire forces
to a finer and more economical degree.
In Montana Forest Officers equipped with a camera and
an improvised developing and

printing outfit photographed

a

fire,

developed and printed a picture, and dropped

the ground uithin twenty minutes.

better than

it to

This picture was judged

that could oossibly have
been sketched by the most exn ert scout. This met hod has
the advantage over the old. method. in ttut it is faster and
rerforms the task as one unit.
The use of aircraft as a detection agent is justifiable
only when an emergency exists, such as, following the path
of a lightning storm for sleepers, where the lookout system
to

be much

has not been

any

map

fully developed in

a new

forest, or

where the

visibility distance of the lookouts. Then these conditions exist the air natrol is more
mobile end Laster than Coot or motor patrol.
smoke and haze

cut

down

the

Picking Routes of Travel
The airplane has also been used advantageously in
saving time and money by picking out the ouickest and easiest
routes of travel for fire fighters, as was demonstrated on
th Los Padres National Forest of California in 1939.
Lightning had started a fire on one of the many brushy
slopes. The area was exceptionally rough with no trails.
It was difficult for the dispatcher to direct crews without
first having a passable and comparatively safe route located.

.Q:

This matter was soon cleared up by an observer in a scout
and

easiest

way

fire.

selected the shortest
in md communicated the infoniiation to

plan which flaw low over the

lIe

headquarters
considerably
spent by the
roliowing an

v:ittiln a
more

tii

hair

hour.

This

resulted

in saving

3nd money thG.t vouid bave been

Lire cre'i in trying to reach the fire by
uncertain trail v:ithout 3fl definite idea of

where they were going.

Communication
Communication

Facilities

facilities

have developed along

.th

the use of Jrplanes in the Forest Service. The first
mode of communication vías by dropping notes end instructions
from the scout ing j)lane to the ground crew. Use of a one-

radio set uith the aircraft sending instructiong to a
receiving set on the ground followed next. riltìese methods
served their purpose, but they were lacking in completeubt and discrepancy occupied a gap between
ness in that
s the saying goes, "No two people think
the two parties.
alike and look at a situation in the same light."
The Forest Service hcs developed a by-cost, two-way
radio set for LLirpione communication v.ith a portable ground
unit. The radio promptly relays information regarding
fire action and fire threats. The observer can report
his findings directly to the boss on the fire line, discuss
the situation, receive instructions, and straighten everything out to the last degree. Direct contact bet reen headquarters end the fire line is also facilated by this radio
equipment.
s a result, more effective use of fire fighting
way

lo

forces

and

oetter coordination of fire control action

Service.
transmission of messages by voice-amplifying

been achieved, nhich is the
The

have

ec1uipment from the

air

aim

of the Forest

to the ground has been

tried.

The

use of the o.irplane in this capacity is limited, but it
od publicity stunt for a fire prevention
might serve as a

hunting and recreational seasons. The
ound. for about tvo or three
voice can be projected to the
miles. This different method of transmitting messages
may prove successful, bocause it is the tendency of the
human race to retain or remnber anything that happens out
of the ordinary, and vthat is more different than to hear
week during the

1a

.

voice from the skytt?
Cargo Dropping
One

of the outstanding and the most important

roles

that aircraft plays in fire control in the last decade is
that of snergency transportation of supplies. It should
be recognized at the outset that the method of aerial
delivery tias its limitations, and that it cannot be depended.
on to function at all times without failure. (2) When
smoke or fog c ondi ti ons are to o bad, flying is too hazardous,
and the work of forwarding supplies by air comes to a cornplete standstill. Consequently when such conditions are
ant icipated, and hen it is practicable to do so, carìs
should be piovided with supplies in excess of immediate
needs in order to tide than over such periods of interrupted

11

service.
tools,

Fire figtiters must

(2)

end medical

promptly.

receives

The
Ihay

sulies,

have food, camp equipment,

and they must have them

nount and kind of supplies a fire crew

determine whether they will fight a vinning

or losing battle.

The use
it

has

ircr aft started out

of

as an experiment and

developed into something of vital importance,
Besides being faster, air

especially in remote areas.

transportation to the more remote areas also conares

favorably nith overland transportation in cost.

Vhere

formerly supplies could be delivered to inaccessible
areas only by use of pack animals--necessarily after the
fire was off to a good start--the airplane

can now drop

them exactly at the spot where they are most needed,

greatly decreasing delivery time between supply bases and
remote fire camps.

Where

a

fire

is

within 15 or 20 miles of both airplane

and pack stock base, and where at least 50% of the chutes
are returned, the cost of delivery may be about the same

mund

trip would take two days for

by either method.

The

pack stock and

3,/4

hour or loss for the airlane.

reriod of time

it

a

Over a

would be possible for an cirplene carrying

load of 1,000 pounds to keep up with the work of 75 pack

animals.

The airplane could deliver 3- tons the first day.

It would take 40 horses to

day.

deliver the same sxaount the first

Where the air distance

is

very much greater than the

distance to be covered by pack stock, or where pack stock

12

could make the round trip in one day, the comparative cost
of aerial delivery increases and may amount to two or more

times the cost of packing over trails
trails, packing is again at a

transpt

of cost.

.

:1aere

there are no

disadntage from

a

standpoint

airplane hauling 1,200 pounds

make a 50-mile airline round trip in 1- hours at

;.ill

35 per

hour. (2) (5)
In the last several years, airplanes used for delivering

supplies to fires in Region Six and Region Five have delivered

manr tons of supplies to going fires.
The airplane

is

a

valuable emergency adjunct to ground

methods of delivery which continue to be more practical
where fires are near roads and civilization.

This

is

the

main reason why the use of aircraft as a potential piece
of equipment

for the fire protection force has not made

longer strides in the Forest Service as a whole.

However,

when the time element is considered, we get a different

picture, and since time is the very essence of fire suppression every practicable method which contributes to a reduc-

tion in the time required to surpress a given fire will

eventually be reflected in lower ultiuìte cost and damage.

(2)

Air transportat ion to the more remote areas also conares

favorably

ith overland transportation in cost.

These

costs are surprisingly lower at the present in comparison
v.ith

flen they

first started using, aircraft for transporting

supplies to going fires.
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The above advantages are

offset to

some

extent,

how-

ever, by the small carrying capacity and the lack of
specialization of the piones used.. ir delivery of supplies
is generally used only where roads oe lacking or topography
is unfavorable to rapid. ground trensportation.
Crew

Organization

servicing of fire crews by airplane requires
a highly develoned., trained, and efficient crew organization.
The present day organization of such crews has develoned
step by stop '.ith the use of aircraft in forestry. To
really attoin its goal such an organization is likened.
unto a house, "It must have a good foundation." In other
words, tue delivering of supplies must have a goa' ground
crew as well as flight crew. Thether the project will pay
dividends or not depends on the products, the time taken
to be delivered, and their condition upon delivery.
The first method of dropping supplies from an airplane
was the tight-pacIge method. This method was soon superThe

seded by the loose package or "bean" bag method of dropping
supplies. In the above methods the packages were dropped

without parachutes or retarders.
lthough, with careful
acking, it was possible to drop certain kinds of supplies
without
eat loss, a high percentage of breakage did.

result.

s

method of

delivering supplies had to

these methods were not too successful, another
be found.

This method

had. to

be cheap,

within reason, and easy to prepare.

Sage Wernstedt of the Portland Office of the Forest Service
tilt

upon the idea of using simple homemade parachutes of

burlap about

feet by

7

7

feet long made of number

feet with shroud lines about 17
7

sash cord.

This method requires

a certain amount of special packaging for some kinds of

materials and equipment.

(3)

Methods of packing the supplies:
Canned Goods
"A lerger quantity of tins

chute

can be released in one

if the tins are placed in a single layer on a
"

24" x 24" x

board with 20" x 20" board on top, suspended

accurately level."

(2)

Sacked Items
"The following itms should be placed in a grain
sack, and a board. should preferably be placed under sacks

of oranges,

vegetables,

or wotatoes."

(2)

Boxed. Items

"Place head lights, files, saw sets, wedges, batteries,

telephones,

dry

ibods, bread, emergency rations, etc.

boxes, preferably rather flat boxes.
the bottom."

in

Put heavier items on

(2)

Saws, Crosscut
"One to

six saws nailed, wired, or bolted to

1" wider than saws vhen in place,

edge of board.

"

board,

ith rakers back from

Use hose guards or building paper between

14a

Methods

oÍ

Packing Supplies

end

oF

hrod

hn

The lines are tied to
the chute corners by a
square knot, the
chute being considered
tigh
as another line.
Then
lay the chute flat on the
ground with lines clear.

to took the Ist.

L
Ttt.n

o

hoos,

hrotd

'ne knot

jan5 ooint \oop

TYt'G Tt4lLE.

Two of the corners are brought together.

-y

/

3

N

[3
-I

I8-

The folds are straightened and formed into a
pocket to facilitate the opening of the chute.

The two sides are folded to the center and then
folded again to the center to a width of 18
inches.
If roll is less than 18" long, the
chute will be too stubby, will fall too
fast,
and may not open.

5

6

7

T
8

9

The streamer is rolled up and tied to a line at
one corner of' the chute.

The chute is rolled up reasonably tight to form a
cylinder approximately 22 inches in circumference
If the roll is made too
or 7 inches in diameter.
long and loose, the ends will bend upward. and
prevent the roll from unwinding.

Before the lines are rolled up on the chute, they
The
are straightened to lie without crossing.
lines should be rolled up snugly on the middle
third of the roll in order to prevent any loop
slipping off the end. A rubber band made from discarded inner tube and snapped across the lines will
prevent loosening of loops until ready to drop.

When the lines are rolled up, a knot is tied in
the four strands two feet from the ends.

The ends beyond the lmot are tied to the bundle.

If the chute is flattened by the weight of other loads in the plane,

it should be shaped before discharging.

When the bundle is discharged from the plane, a few feet of slack
should be left between the load and chute if the load is bulky.

4Á1A,4k:

I'

Â:.

Li.

Coleman or L. kerosene lante
i M.1O Edwards gas pump (2
5-gal. steel can

",

4
,

.

k__

-

.-

.

't

.

;;
-

-.-.

.

.-

&ea

milk can
(1

----

-

.a_;J_;

These two
boards out

10-gal.

,12 D.B.,

.

chut)

trip box

_.

:.

)48

2 cans on

\

board

2)4"x2)4"xè"

4sa?of
white sliced
bread

25-man mes s
on 1/2" board
i

(14

chutes)

(l-2 chutes)

ki. 4

25-man mess kit
board
on
(L

chutes)

5-gal.
steel can

sack of
oranges on
oard (2 chutes)
1

- ;.
.

iM"'
j1!!4

'.J

.

1

.

-

-

iciiot

stops

-2-

sack of
grain (no
chute)

orate of
oranges
(2 chutes)

i

(2 chutes)

egs

sack or
orange
(2 chutes

and 2 should

crate of

Showing hinged trip box, Boards
be omitted.

tL

o
o

t-;

.xowçuoc'

i

I

r4

o.

Eo
(O

-H
$-1

r4
-P

o

(O
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'I'

/ Becket bend on loop

I

i

*

w
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.io
trç

20p 01

S,

-5-
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Dropping Supplies

15

savs.

Suspend in bridle as shown, with stop knots on beck-

sides to prevent turning."

(2)

"Such items as centaloupes, melons,
and.

fresh tomatoes,

anything supplied in glass jars should not be accepted

for packing."

(2)

For the transportation of supplies the preferred type

ircraft used must be a high wing monoplane

of

door behind the ving braces,
i1

an d

it

the

v;ith

must have high flying

surfaces in order to clear packages and chutes.

The job of transporting supplies is very tedious.

(3)

).

pilot

has to have many hours of flying experience, ability to

think fast, end fast reflexes to cope with the tricky
currents that exist around

and.

over large going fires.

There are many itus that need to be considered in
air

transpt
1.

planning; a few of them are,

Number of men
This

is

to

be supplied..

essential in determining how many air-

craft to hire for the job
2.

to be

done.

Conditions of trails.

You must know what kind of trails exist in the
area and \here these trails are, for consideration
in segregating or choosing what supplies are

to be

transported. by plane, and what ones by

pack train.
3.

Need for speeding up initial deliveries.
The supplies that are

to

be transported by

16

plane should depend upon their importance and
immediate demand on the fire line.
4. Urgent need for available pack stock to pack
ater for back-pack pumps or to pack other
equipment from point to point.

aircraft for carrying supplies vill
pack trains that may be on the fire

The use of

allow what

to be used f

other Duraoses.
with this new method of delivering supplies by parachute the losses are low. The most serious of these are
due to carelessness and imperfectons on the part of the
warehouse packers and those making and rolling the parachutts. These losses depend upon the crew and its capability,
along v;ith losses in elapsed time end extra costs for noncontract packages can easily exceed the savings in the cost
of flying time. Then such things happen, doubt creeps in
as to v;hether the use of

aircraft for transporting supplies

is justifiable or not. From experience the Forest Service
has developed speci.H rations along the same order as "iron
rations" that are conmionly used in the small one-man fire
packs. In filling out orders that Lire-camp cooks send in,
any special items that are listed and do not come under
saecial rations are filled only it and when the room and
weight capacity are availble in the aircraft over and
above the regula.r
The

ration requirements.

ornization

should be

o

(3)

highly efficient working

17

unit under strict supervision of a man vho knovs all the
factors that need to be contended with. He must keep
things moving to bring results. He must select competent
and capable men to be in charge of the different units of
the organization; e.g., warehouse, field, and flight.
Tvo things that are of importance in this plan are:
1.

To bave a

satisfactory landing field

at the supply buse.
2. (If more th an one sh ip i s used) T Lier e mus t b e
no lost time in costly ana. useless flying waiting
for one ship to unload, or take off.
The ground crews are located at the landing field or
supply base. Th are under the supervision of a boss, if
f o or more men are employed.
few of their duties are:
1. Refueling the ships.
2. Dampening do vn the runways to lay the dust.
3. Keeping at least one load ahead at the field.
.
Helping load the cargoes.
If the operation is a large one, a highly competent
dispatcher may be necessary at the landing field. He must
be a qualified forester, bave a good knoaledge of aeronautics,
and have pod common sense and

reasoning power. He must
understand the needs and requiremcnts on the fire; judge
when flights can be successfully conrleted and when it is
advisable to permit the ships to take off; be hle to judge

I:3

lhe correctness of the contentions of the pilots as to ttE
load limits, visibility, wind conditions, ctnd like matters;
be able to take dvaitage of the lookout system, the haze
meter, the ind gauge, and vane at forest fire danor

stations,

telehone system end radio nets to
assemble information on local flying conditions. This
man should have practical experience in eli these pteses
of his job, especially, from the pilot's viewpoint and
the viev.point of the fire boss on the fire lire.
rounded knoviedde of
l these :Lctors isnecessary.(3)
and the

dround cren boss should sunervise the loadind of
the aircraft. This should not be left to the pilot because:
The

i.

is not in position to determine nhat must
be left behind aith the least sacrifice to the
He

fire
2.

11e

fititin

forces.

has the tendency to underload the rated

capacity of the ship thus increasing the
costs. There is a tendency for the psychology
angle to enter the pilot's mind, hÍch may
happen unsuspectirigly.
Ve must not forget that the pilot does have the last
ord regarding all flights. He is the captain of his air-

craft.

(3)

dropper is included in the
tile

pilot.

The dropper must

flight

crev.'

along nith

supervise the proper loading
of the cargo in the ship, seeing that the cargo is

distributed evenly as

to weight and in such a ñianner as

to be handled çuickly ard without
or hanging

up when he

ay

drops them out.

chance of snagging
He

must know how

to pro;srly and safely bale out packages of different
sizes, weirhts, and shapes. Jo he should be aiDle to
quickly recognize any chutes which are ir:roperly rolled
and to tell when the package is too heavy for a safe
delivery. (3)
The flight crew must keep enough supplies ahead in the

fire

to assure a sufficient amount to

camp

laSt

the

fire

three days in caso the weather turns bad
obstructs all chances of visibility, thus

crews for two or

or the smoke

grounding
be

all flights.

slighted

both the

fii

This is very important and must not

the overhead or the officer in charge at
camp and supply base. Visibility has

by

presented a difficulty many tiues, and it will continue
to do so in the future.
The warehouse crews are supervised by a steward and
a package boss. The steward must be a con-:nt 'a ri and
must know his business thoroughly because the men on the
fire ilne depend upon his knowledge of what food is
necessary and best for than. He supervises the purchasing
and. distribution of all tha rations; he also plans the "iron
rations". The Forest Service bas found that he is of vital
importance, but they bad to find this out by practical

experience.

In the Northern Region several incidents
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happened rhere anything that

ti
nn

canip cooks

ordered

was

on t he fire line started
sent in and before long the
cOELpiaining about the food; they were not getting enough

staple supplies, and their working ability was starting to
suffer. After these experiences the Forest Service hired
a man on all large fires. Hi job was to see that the
fire crews got their staple supplies arid rations.
The packers work under the steward's supervision.
If four or more packers are used, a package foreman is
employed to supervise the packing of the foodstuffs and
rations at the warehouse, and. also the rolling of the
chutes. Truck drivers are also enloyed for the trensportat ion of the supplies from the warehouse to the landing

field.(3)
true role of aircraft.in fire control is that of
transpartation. The more inaccessible the fire, the more
valuable the airplane becanes for transportation and.
observati on.
During the last several years while the use of aìr
craft was in the experinntaJ stage, all the aircraft and
pilots used were contracted. Now the Forest Service
contracts aircraft long before the fire season starts.
From the standpoint of tine Forest Service it was found' to
be cheaper to rent aircraft when they were needed tiwn to
buy a plane and pay storage and maintenance charges over
the winter and derive no use whatsoever frani it. (4)
The
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F.

iir
Transportation of Fire Fighters
For some tine airp1ines have been used to transport

fire fightir personnel to landing fields near going
fires. Small units of tire iighters have been flown on
occasions to landing fields or lakes in the vicinity of
the fires. Often lire ctro1 officers, supervisors,
key

and.

trained

fires

men

for leadership

bave been flown to

because of the ]ick of overhead on the

method of

transportation

time, but t

bas been in

fire. This

action for

Forest Service bas been Eeeking

of transporting

fire fighters

to

large

a long

new methods

fires.

parachuting men to forest fires vies
considered, but it was not until 1939 that experiments
in jumping were actually made on the Chelan National
About l93

Forest in Fashington.

As a

result

of

this experiment

likely to comprise the next and
addition to the forest fire control forces of the
States Forest Service. The selected terrains for

"Smoke jumpers?? ore

newest
United.

the premeditated jumps varied from sea level to 8000
feet. LTen wearing suecially designed helmets, masks,
and protective clothing of padded, tough material vere
dropped safely in

tests

conducted on mountain meadows,

ridges, and even in dense forests.
Parachuted fire tools and supplies followed after these
on rough

slopes

and

"smoke jumpers" completed

completed safely the

men

their descent.

viere ready to

ith

jumps

attack the fire
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their forest station by
means of a small, light-weight, shortave, portable
ratho set.(6)
in record tinie and report to

These experitrents were conducted with parechute

forest fiies of

jumpers because many of the disastrous

the

:est caused

by

lightning

or by man's

carelessness

occur in the rough mountainous country many miles from
roads nnd trails. At present the Forest Service uses
hiijhways and a system of

speed

fire fighters

forest roads

and

trails to

to Tires by truck or other motor

horse back, on foot, or bc combinat ions of
these means of transjr tati on. There re large backcountry areas without roads in the National Forests.

vehicle,

on

Thr require ten to twelve

more hours of hard

travel
if a

to reach a fire--just ten or more hours too many
fire is to be put out vhile it is still small.
Seventy-six Forest Service landing fields in the
National Forests have already been carved out in the
mountainous country, and many las ere large enough to
pennit the landing of seaplanes, also. ut at the best,
the number of landing fields and lakes is not great
enough to permit aircraft to serve largely in transportation of fire fighters rith the conventional planes of
today. The Forest 5ervice bes been faced with the
pioblern of building many miles of costly roads and

trails

or of finding other means to deliver

on the suot a

short tine after

fire

fire fighters

is reported. (5)
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Fire travels rapidly. If the wind and. other ueather
conditions are adverse, a small fire may cover a large
aiea before the fire fighters arrive, thus large crews
of men must be called out to control it. Such men
traveling ov rough. country often spend a great deal
of their energy in travel before they reach the ±lemes,
and they arrive too exhausted. for immediate effective
work. (6) Providing them uith food. and supplies either
by plane or pack txin then requires ftrther time-consuming

financial outlay. One or two men reaching a
fire soon aft it starts are more effective than an
army of men a day or so
vhen the fire may become
a roaring inferno.
Air transportation of "smoke jumpers has opened
up an era of fast dispatch of fire fighters vJiich uill
help materially in protecting the nation's -forest
resources. Since landing fields are comparatively few
work and

l:t,

far between in the vast areas of the National Forest,
the landing of men by parachute, making ?lafle landings
unnecessary, is a long stride for early suppression of
and

inaccessible forest fires. Parachute equipment for
fire fighters h.s proven to be more than a fancy aid. in
extinguishing forest fires.
In the experiments to determine whether men could.
be safely landed. in rgh, forested terrain, dummies
weighing 180 pounds attached to condemned. army parachutes
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first

elevations varying from one to
eight thousand feet. Di±'erent forest types of cover
and topography were selected to find out just how the
parachute would perform and hether such an experiment
were

dropped. from

with parachuting of
any kind of

terrain

men

to

fires

practical in

would be

and whether the men would be

to knd close enough to be able to

iach

a

fire

ble
in a

shart tine so that he could control a small blaze
before it spreads over many :cres. These experiments
proved successftìl, and the men instead of dummies soon
started descending in the parachutes.
Parachute jumpers who .d previoLly been fearful
nding among tree branches were
of the prospect of
surprised to learn that trees usually act somewhat
as springs in cushioning the landing and are preferable
to the hcrd, rough ground. The jumpers called close
stands of lodgepole pine "feather bed landing s." The
adaptability of this method of fire fighting was tested
in various tynes of terrain that might be encountered:
open meadows; rough, steep slopes; mountain sides
covered. vith d.o'n timber or old snags from former fires;
thick virgin forest; rocky ridges; end open stands of
.

high timber. (6)

It was necessary to seek the advice and. demonstration
of professional or stunt jumpers. And since premeditated
jumping had never bean attempted in rough timbered mountain
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erra1n, new equipment of dl kinds had to be developed.
The invention ot a new parachute especially adapted for
this work vas the result of cooperation from several
parachute manufacturers. This new parachute was of a
specially developed type 30 feet in diineter, constructed
with a wide scalloped periphery or ourrounded by a wide
apron for a comporatively slow rate of descent (estimated
at about 12 feet per second) enabling the jumper to
look up and ob serve t he co ni tion of his canopy end
shroud lines, nd dann, to locate a favorable landing
place, not too far from the fire, the objective of his
premeditated jump.(6) .n ordinary chute descends at

faster rate. This new chute also has a
oxcillation, and is equipped with long flaps

about a third
minimum

for steering.
ith the aid of the steering "flaps" the
chute can be guided slightly to right or left during the
descent v.ith surprising accuracy; the forward
be

someat retarded

a man to land

uithin

drift

can

or accelerated, also, thus enablir
a few yards of

During the period

his goal.

that this experiment

(5)

v;as

carried

there were several changes made in the ecjuipmant
that added to the accuracy of the jumps, the urotection
of the jumuer, and miscellaneous equipmant necessary for
him to reach the ground. So'e of these changes are:
1. During the experiment several of the jumpers
were dragged along the ground resulting in painful injury
on
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to

their bodies, especially their faces.

special

protective helmet equipped 'ith a convex mask of heavy
steel mesh that hinges ov the face, thus protecting
his face.
2.
new type of harness was deveio.ca, because
the standard type of hrness that is 1ed on oïdinary
parachutes proved a handicap in tree laiidinrs. It
was found that the stendard type of harness when it
snagged in a tree Was constructed so that the pressure
from the weiht of the jumper Was so distributed as to
make it impossible for tie jumper to unsnap the connectiens and get free. The new harness was of the detachable type. It was made in such a way that it came loose
from the parachute.

special padded suit became necessary for tt
jumpers to v:ear as a protection against injury from
hanging against trees or rocks.
4. .;. lowering rope became a very vital part of the
3.

£

juniper's equipment, because often times he got hund up
in a tree end the rope was bandy for lowering himself
to the around.
The method of

Northwest has

delivering

a jumper to a

de1oped into practically

a

fire

in the

routine, and

is as follows:
"The airplane pilot and the jumper fly across the
spot of smoke and at what they believe is the proper
moment, thr let go a small burlap test chute 11th a ten

Chelan Experiment

Top, ranger gets radio report
from parachute jumper who has
just landed at forest fire. Below, right, jump e rs are protected for rough landings; left,
crossed strings on dispatcher's
map show location of fire

Pictures of Parachute
on

3umpers

the Chelan National Forest

26a

26b

Ohelan ExDeriment

Chelen Experiment

[IGHTING

4

,,,.

.

Above, dressing two
parachutists for o

frotntliespe:

:

plone. At right, por.,

achute mantles a
tree os the jumper

lands in Chelan National Forest. Below,
guiding a parachute
down within seventy
feet of target

Pictures of Parachute
the Chelan
Pational Forest
Jumpers on

26e

26cl

Chelan Experiment

The Latest Develepment in Scientific
Forest Fire Fighting Is the Parachute
Man or the "Smoke Jumper" Who Leaps
From an Airplane Near the "Smokes"
Like a Modern Blitzkrieg Trooper Being
Dropped Behind the Enemy Lines.

The "smoke Jumper," Looking Like the 11an
From Mars, Uses a Two-Way Radio to Keep
Him in Touch With the Airplane or the
Nearest Lookout Station, and He Carries a
Rope to Lower Himself to the Ground in Case
He Landed in a Tree Top.

26e

Chelan Experiment

The Parachutes Have Lobes
to Insure Landing in the
Proper Spot and Ingenious
Snap Devices to Enable

Jumpers to Free
T h e ni s
F r o iii

ev e s
h e

(hiite IrThey
Land

iii

Trees.
On Landing, the "Smoke Jumper" in Mask
and Helmet Can Shed His Bulky Suit
in a Minute and Get Hold of Another

Parachute That Brings Him the Necessary
Fire Fighting Equipment.
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attached. Then ttie pilot circles so that
the virid drift by v:atching the flight
aid landing of the test chute. pproaching
the mark for
the second time the pilot makes his correction for
md
end other factors by changing course and timing before he
signals the jumper to o. Mountain currents of air are
difficult to estinte, but the jumpers
have been landing
within 50 to 200 yards of the desired spot. The pilot,
circling again, catches the jumper land and as he
approaches over the target for the third time, he releases
a burlap perachute with a fire fighting pack containing
tools, lamp, two days of rations, first aid kit, water
canteen, and other small articles. The entire delivy
time recuires not more than five to ten minutes. (Burlap perachutes used for the equipment delivery
have
been employed by the Forest Service for the past two or
three years in dropping hundreds of tons of food and
supplies to back country fire crevs, everything fr
corss-cut saws to eggs tving been dropped successfully
from planes.) Meanwhile, the smoke jumper, already
lded cn vaìtch the descent of the equipment chute and
pound. bag of sand.
the two cn

estinte

v.

spot its yellov streamer so that he can
ke his uay
to it as soon S he bas divested himself 0± his suit.
Then he is ready to tackle the fire and later report
to the nearest forest fire touer or other Forest station
by means of & small short-wave radio 'hich he carries
and uhich weis 6 pounds. Its size is 3 by 5 by II
inches. (6)"
Among

the observations noted during the course of

these preliminary experints are the follouing:
1. The parachute skeleton supports the eight and
protects the surface, thus limiting rips and tears in the
chute canopy.
ccuracy in hitting the ground target uis
exceptionally ood.
3. The jumper either came straightthrough to the
ground or he vas held securely suspended in the trees.
The canopy did not catch, only to be followed by slipping
2.

and dropping through

4.

the trees.

It is dangerous

and unnecessary to

reach out

instinctively in passing through the limbs

of a tree to

try to stop your fall. The canopy does the job more
safely.
5. The closer the stand of timber, the easier The
landing, and trees comprise a softer lsnding place than
the

ound.

6.

Fatigue was not noticed from the ordeal of

jumping.
7.

Air density does not

the landing
8.
and needed

make any

difference in

jolt.
system of

siial1ing

for the future.

the pilot is essential

(6)

crews of

forest fires by strategically
v:oodsmi is not new. Neither is

the use of parachutes.

However, the adoption of parachutes

The quick

loated small

crntrol

of bad

these woodsmen to form a corps of
from wilderness skies is new. That,
public interest in national defense,
attention to the experimental use of
by

fire fighters dropping
plus

an awakened

has brought

unusal

parachutes in the

national forests. (7)
The whole project developed fro n the Chelan experiimnt and as overhauled during the V inter of 1939.
Following the decision to extend the work to the Intermoirntiin Region, additional equipment was desiied and
procured; detailed plans were made for emploaent of
personnel and training and e:ension of the scope of the
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result of this expansion it can be
definitely said
the nthod with all its necessary
t echn iq,ues and equipment is mec han ical ly or t cohn ica uy
feasible. It has been proven that forest :uards (a.d
there is no lack of volunteers) can fly out over
practically any type of forest, jump,land successfully,
work. (6)

s a

and extinguish

tt

fires.(?)

"on À.ugust 20, 1940, ten

fires

were reported on the

Bitterroot National Forest in Montans. Smoke jumpers
were sent to two in ccessible fires v.tiich past experience
indicated would be most likely to develop into big ones.
Ground crews went on foot from road ends to the other
Suppression of the fires handled by the smoke-

eiht.

jumpers cost

l6O each.

by ground crews varied in

each. (g)"
"On

eight fires controlled
cost from 2,OOO to l7,OOO

The

the Nezperce National Forest in northern Idaho,

parachutists made the initial attack and. held a
fire to a cost of 3500. In 1934, a fire handled by
ground transportation in the same area cost l2,OOO
to suDpress. Other reports record similar savings. (9)"
These two reports have been taken directly froni the
Forest Service fiels and they bare out the fact that the
use of aircraft in forestry is a profitable enterprise,
two

and has more fixture

possibilities

above the

present uses

or

Region One Experiment
Smoke Jumpers

Parachute

Getting into the suits before the
premeditated jumps
Notice different type of suits.
Compare them nith the ones used on
the Chelan Experiment.

Plane ready for takeoff

Region

One Experiment
Parachute Smoke Jurnpers

A

vtnite speck in the sky

On

the

ay down

29b

Region One Iixperiment
Parachute Smoke Jumpers

Notice the snecial apron around the
edge of the parachutes.

29e

Region One Experiment
Parachute Smoke Jumpers

Coming to a

landing

29d

29e

Region One Experiment
Parachute Smoke Junipers

Getting out of the suit after a

jump

Rolling the parachute up to be packed again

r)

Region One Experiment

Parachute

Smoke Tunipers

Jumper bus o'ened the emergency parachute.

fo1loving chart shows the training expenditure
of a squad of parachuting fire fighters v'ho conducted
tests in the national forests of Northern Iocky
Mountain Region iring 1940 fire seson. (7)
The

Summary

of Training Expenditures
'ages---Five Men

........
...........
.........
..........
..............
.........
...........
........
..........
.......
............
...........
...........

Instructor rigger1
rigger1
Second rigger2 ...........
Project leader2
Crew, six men
Head

1940

116.O5

70.29
70.29

31.05

421.74

Total 7ages
Total subsistence, 10 en
Total per diem, 10 men
Total flying time3
692.50
Flying time to and from training
quarters
90.00
Total flying time for training
Travel cars, mileage
Cost to train five irien
Flying time to and from Seeley Lake
Total expenditures

.

ji

739.42
99.00
76.00

302.50
45.00
1,26l.92

390.00
'l,65l.92

3]-

The

total cost

the Region One parachute project

or

for the year, including personnel, depreciution on
equipment, end flying was 9,O4?. The savings are
appreciable v.tien this item is compared to the 32,27O
estimated cost of control if parachutists had not been
used. (7)
Costs of the 1940 Season in Region
Item

Wages

...........

Supplies and small equipment
Nonfire transportation and

training flying

.

.

Travel and miscellaneous
Subsistence and freight to
Moost Creek

.

.

.

.

.

.

.........

Flying time on fire suppression

F.Y. 1940

Dollars

.

Grand

total for

1940 season

Cost

F.Y. 1941

Dollars

678

2,849

445

315

602

531

282

361

700

-

-

2,707

Estimated calender year 1940
depreciation on equipment (5-year life) .

One

1,484
5,540
800

9,047

A Comparison of Parachute and Ground Crew Suppression Times and Costs

No. para-

Name of fire

chuters

used

Travel time
landing field
to fire

Est. travel
time ground
crew to fire

Estimated
Cost via

parachuter

Hours

Minutes

Hours

Dollars

cost via

ground crew
Dollars

Martin Creek

2

-

40

24

190

500

Robbins Creek

2

-

50

24

350

10,000

Cox Creek

2

62

30

30

150

20

Monte Creek

2

2

30

12

150

200

Elbow Creek

2

132

10

25

150

50

Lizard Creek

2

1

15

30

300

300

Smoke jumper

2

-

30

40

190

10,000

Scout Mountain

2

2

18

40

190

10,000

Isaac Creek

3

$

15

30

550

1,200

2.1

1

41

28+

247+

3,500

Average

2Excluded from average because of special conditions
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costincluding all inlUal attack and.
£ollov;-up expense v;as t;247 per fire. Competent fire
control men, familiar with the history of similar fires
during the past , estimated the averare cost of the fires
vou1d have been 3,5OO each, or a total of 32,27O for
"The average

the nine fires, if no parachuters had. been used. Most
of the savings occurred on three fires; on two of the
fires there was a loss by using parachute crows and on
fo
fires the savings were 3200 to $1,200. The estimated
savings are admittedly debatable but are the best com-

parison possible. No attanpt was made to estimate the
value of ttie resources that would have burned if ui&:
control had not been established."(7)
Following are the conclusions that are the result
of the exweriments conducted in Region One during the

fire season of
1.

1940:

"Delivery of skilled. and aell-trained parachute
can be safely accomplished inrough
wind velocities as high as 30 miles

fire-fighters
timbered terrain with
jumping

per hour and at

Hier

alti

des up to

at least 8,000 feet.

elevations may resent no added difficulties
but limited experience indicates noticeably h:rder
landings at high altitudes.hl(7)

juuing

methods cafl be simplified

2.

"Equipment end

4.

"Long season errploymt is
of tr:ined men."(7)

thus reduce the costs." (7)
3. "T'aining should be intensified in physical
conditioning, jumping, a. fire fighting.tT(7)
and

retention

essential to insure

5. "Organized parachute sqiads will prove effective
as a highly mobile id badly :eeded fol1o;-up force to

supplennt the organization no1: provided in some eight
million acres of the inaccessible sort of the Northern
Rocky Mountain Regioe."(7)
6. "The investment in the parachute project
resulted in aubstontial savings in suprression costs and
damages during the first year. Larger savings per
dollar invested should be made s dditionU. e:aerience
is gained." (7)
'

7. "From the partial analjsis of past records and
guided by the principle, developed and used by Sutliff
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in Region One fire p1annin, wiich indicates that 10
in one hour are norraally equivalent to 75 men who
arrive hours Lter, it is concluded. that a minimum of
appro::imately 50 junrps
pay dividends in normal
seasons in Region One."(7)
men

ill

8.

"Final Leterniirìation of the

nuuifoer of

para-

ctiutists vhich will prove most economical for a ivn
forest area probaily cannot be made for number of

yes?? (7)

9. "The dispatching of parachutists should. be
done by a man vitti the best possible jument and. a
good. knovlede of the conditions existing so the fires
selected ;il1 be those on nhich quick action will pay

the greatest returns for the special control service.
this is no nevv roblem since the
back country district ranger i;ith limited forces and
a peak fire load bas always been faced vith it.tt(7)
Though important,

J_0.
"The project should be eonsiered and. managed
as e:cnerimental for many years even though apDlication
v;as successful and proved a money maker in the first
year of trial. Probably no less than 10 years of use
will be required to turn parachutes frein a mysterious
fear-producing piece of equipment into a trusted means
of traveling from a. flying air transport to earth
below."('7)
S

li.

"Parachutixig, as en aid to forest fire control,
not. prove economic in forest areas where
the planned road system bns been completed." (7)
12. "Parachuting il1 probably not prove feasible
or economic as a means of providing initial attack for
the normal fire load. under normal season conditions»' (7)
13. "The required type of airlane and a pilot
skilled in mountain flying must be available during
times of possible need."(7)

will probably

him to

Fear of

"Irresistible forces in man's nature have caused
faster nd faster methods of transportation.
the unknov delayed the adotion of the automobile

adopt

and airplane, but could not prevent it. The use of
parachutes opens a field of transportation in tiich speed
stands out as the dominatind motive."(7)
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ll
use of

the

statistics

rarachutists

on

point to

fires.

a not

savings in

The

There are arguments

for end against this unit as a part of the Forest
Service, but ue have not gone far enough to form
sound. conclusions. Sficient comparative figures
on

iough

fires

have not been accumulated.

This

iithin certain
barder test then any

method appeors to be economically sound

limits, but it must withstand a
to hich it has yet been subjected.
This experiment

value.

bas

produced an

irtsngible

This spectacular work has brought more public

attention tbroug rress, movies, and radio then any
one forest activity in seval years. These experiments will result in greater public interest in forest
protection. (8)
Plans are

nov.

under voy to expand the parachute

forces. This hase of the work offers such possibilities,
that oven the private flying concerns are going into it
on a larger scale vitti their eye to the future. Both
the pr,ivate flying companies and the Forest Service are
training larger corps of men for this type of nork. The
Forest Service has redues ted appropriations for increasing
the expansion of parachute oork and to cover all expenses.
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HIL

IV.

Uses

Its

PHOTOGRJPHY IN THE

eria1 Photography

Use

and.

tRSTS

Factors Governing

aerial rhotography
Cs" be put.
The value and. the otentia1ities of eerie].
mappingin nearly all phases o Ibrestry show great
promise. The Forest Service uses aerial mapping in
nearly all of its 1gicns.
ith tue extensive survey
that the xmy air corps has been conducting in the last
several years and in cooperation ith theta, the For t
Service should. bave nearly all oi its National Forests
There are many uses to thich

slapped.

.

Forest service is not the only agent making
use of aerial photography in forestry. The private
operators in the logging industry in the recent years
have shown a great interest in it.
There are several factors of importance lìmitii
the use of aerial photography in the logging industry,
end they are namely:
1. The itn of cost is the biest deterrent.
Wh
this item of cost conies down within the grasp of
the iû1ler operators, and they can be shown benefits
The

from

aerial photography,

photography is

for farms.

now

It is

they will use

it. heri'l

being used in agriculture planning
found to be accurate and

fast.

(10)
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2.

Ttie

]ck

literature on the subject,
forestry.
little informafound, but it is described

of elementary

particularly in relation to
tian on this subject can be
in terms that the average woods operator is unable to
understand; thus

just

a

he becomes

disgusted and considers

it

waste of time. (10)

Special photogiaphic recuirements are necessaiy
to obtain pictures f
forestry use.
3.

The commercial

aerial photographs

alicraft

and supply the

companies that make

aircraft

do

riot talco

this factor into consideration. efore a coerpany is
hired to do this type of a job, it should knov vtìat
is to be accomplished, .;hat the picture is to be used
fm, and the factors that are to be encountered. Just
an ordimry picture vill not be sufficient to accomplish
this purpose. (10)
In some cases photographs are made vhich when
viewed through a stereoscope produce a tn-dimensional

ridges, mountain canyons, vallyes, streams,
roads, trails, buildings, general cover types--grassland,
forest or wasteland--and other features stand out in
relief just as they would apean to an observen flying
over the country. They also provide considerable information as to the kind of site and the identification of
forest types.
image in v:hjch
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ieria1 Contact Print
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Notice the shadows of the trees, the
drainages, ond the different sizes of the
ground cover.
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Aerial Map and Control

MORE INFORMATION -- LOWER COST
PLANIMETRIC MAP

AERIAL CONTACT PRINT OR MOSAIC
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SECTION OF PINE TIMBER

-

OREGON

THE PICTURES SHOW:-

sc:,ALE

(When Used With Stereoscope)

Timber ClassiFication

Where the Timber

¡s

Age, Volume, Species Types.

-

and where it isn't.

o
I

woo

2000

_I

I

An expert knowledge of special color filters required is
Osolete technique may
essential to successful timber photography.
result in photographs uneven and glary - practically useless for
showing timber details.
TIMBER PHOTOGRAPHY IS A RYKER SPECIALTY

3000
t

4000
I

5000
I

FEET

Topographic Obstacles and Aids to Logging.
WARNING-

MILE

4"=f

THE PLANIMETRIC

MAP:-

Shows drainage, culture and water-shed lines all plotted

accurately on

a

map projection to uniForm scale

.....

aerial

'ienever
the average person tiecrs aerial photograptiy rnertione,
he thinks only o' rnappin and forgets the other uses.
In some instances the other uses of the aerial photoThe

ptioLograph bas n.ny uses.

graphs have proven of more

lue than mapping.
few
of the other uses are
type surveys, range surveys,
fire detection and suppression, transportation planning,
planting surveys, os ion studies, flood control studies,
game counts, and forest inventory. The uses of aerial

tier

photography are becoming more important and have stiovn
tremendous strides in the last decade.

the viewpoint of the v'o ods operators aerial
photogiphs are the only accurate and complete method
of map making; they show the detail accurately. i
From

prediction is that all progressive operators viili make
more use of aerial photographs in their future vcrk.(lO)
Timber Estimating

Estimating and classifying timber from aerial photographs sounds like a far fetched and imoossible idea.
Vthy a certain degree of accuracy for rough estimating
or classifiction cannot be attained remains to be seen.
To get precise and accurate results necessitates more
information relative to the site
uork.
There are only three

aerial photographs;

thr

by

additional field

factors available from
are: height, crown density,

39
and. crown

diameter.

quantities
1I1-ie

tieiit

a

In niaking a determination of timber

correlation

of these

of the stand. is the

factors is essential.

nin factor,

and the

only piesent method of determining the hei«tit of a tree

is

from

its

shadow.

Only a fev

trees

can be measured.

to use as a reference and a comparison vitia the other
trees in the stand. The cron diameter my have some

possibilities in

timber

estinttin.

ith study and
set of rules,

rcsearch one should be able to make a
similar to marking rules, that would give an estimation
or olassifiction to certain trees accordinC to their
crovin dimneter from the top. This rule could be a
diagram rule ttia t consi ders the crovn diameter and
crov;n density of the tree. The vigor and. susceptibili'r
of a tree is shown in the condition of its crown,
th
certain specifications considered. There is no reason
why an approximate emount of volume cannot be estimated
and nhy each tree cannot be segregated into a class
according to its susceptibility and marked according to
the order in vhich it is to be removed.
comprehensive
view is outstanding in ir estimates of the crown

density.
In Canada the Dominion Forest Service has

tried

several experiments olon this line, but their method
of determining the volume is only good for broad forest
inventory purposes. To get it more intensively necessitates
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information re1tin to the species, ase,
site, nd defective timber, as ve11 s volume measurements taken at random on the ground, ttuich must be
coordinated .ith the ostimates £rom the aerial photographs.
(II) Their method for etminin volumetric estimates

securing

more

fo11os:
1. The tree height methods are used to determine
the heigit of the dominant and co-dominant trees. (11)
2. By the aid of intensity cves a figure is
set for the volume per acre of the stand. (11)
veas

as

density is appraised from an examination of the photorap1is, and an adjustment in the volun
per acre is made in accordance with the variation from
the normal crovn density. (11)
4. The furl step is to estimate the percentage
of hardvoods ire sent in the stand. (11)
3.

The crown

It is easier to estinte and classify the volume
of hardwoods. If aerial photographs are taken during
the vinter hen all the leaves are off of the trees,
one has a better opportunity to see exactly vdint the
bole and main branches look like. This does not aeply
to softvoods

thou.

important use of aerial photographs is a t:.ree
map, because types affecting the accuracy of en estimate
most profoundly (unmerchonta'ole types) are the easiest
One

to distinguish on

aerial photographs.

Stem counts can
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large scale pictures, but the diameter breast
height dimension is still lacking. 3ome study is boing
made to correlate crov.n dieter to diameter breast height.
:hen such a correlation is established operators ;ill
be made on

realize

the value of

aerial photographs.

Eorest Inventory ReQuirem1ts
The use of aerial photographs for extensive inventory
purposes is a cheap and çuick method of getting a cornC.

plete look at the tract to be considered. ithin the
last several years aerial cameras have greatly improved.
ith the development of a special camera that will show
more forest detail nd result in a special forestinventory
shov.s
and
type, recent burns, draimges, cuttings, and other
changes, the extensive method of irventory by use of
aerial photographs aill be established. e must not
forget these are many things essential to forest inventory that can not be obtained except from actually
working on the area.
.p__

Logging Cost Estimating

Aerial photographs can be of very valuable use in
estimating costs of logging. Outside the stand per
acre and the total volume, the important factors

affecting logging costs are:
and main haul

the

total miles branch

roads, the skidding distance,

and.

the
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topographic features. These factors re readily determinable from a stereoscoic study of tiotographs, nd
Jien carried out n connection with ground provide the
best possible data for estimating costs. (11)

If

operator uses aerial photographs to estimate
logging costs, a set should be taken each year to show
the accurate area cut and ny varitions in the emount
cut from rear to yeor and v.hether those variations ore a
result of a physical feati.we It shows the cut and the
total miles of brch nd main roads constructed. These
are lin-portant if figuring logging cost statistics. The
aerial photograph makes avaiJble a ready solution to
these survey problis. (li)
When the cost of getting the pictures or having the
;ork done is reduced sufficintly, the extensive use
aerial p1iotoaphs will be universal.
an

.

Road Location

ìterial maps can be used extensively in locating raudo,
especially in very mountainous country. The advantage
of having a clear, concise picture of the country through
which the road must run and being able to lay out

all

possible or potential road locations on the map is a
factor that cuts costs to a minimum. Lfter locating a]l
possible rout es the next step is a field trip to e:T lore
all the possible routes and determine the most desirable
one. Then the desired route is picked and located on
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id

the aerial map, the entire
is laid out as a series
of tangents. Each tangent will be carefully located
with respect to these features: creek crossings,
marshes, small clearings, definite changes of timber
types, etc. These features are not difficult to
recognize and are easy to locate on the ground and on
the photograths. The use of aerial maps is nsiderabr
ohearer and faster than a topographic map. (10)
The

aerial photog.phs

can be used to accomplish

the preliminary vcrk, determine the bearings, the distances, the grades, and the bridge locations, after
the route is selected. The advent of the stereoscopic

proice a tn-dimensional ige,
all features of relief stand out, will make

photographs which
making

this use less
of road

complex.

The

final step in this

method

location is the picketing of the center line

of the road.

Vith the improment of cameras and equipment
aerial photographs for locating roads will be popular
and economical. This method will be used extensively

opertor in locating main logging roads,
vhicti require care due to their importance to the
operation. It will be up to the operator to determine
by the woods

what kind of logging road c:ri be located by

F.

this

method

Forest Protection
The use of

aerial photographs

and the

airplane is
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classed under

headings, fire and insects,

two

v.hen

forest protection.
worn the suression point of vie. the airplane
and aeril maps cannot be surpassed. Ìdrcraft enters
tt picture under the heading of transportation and
observetion v;hen the fires become inaccessible.
Aircraft has been used only to a limited extent
in the detection of insect infestations and outbreaks
tbrough the use of aerial photographs. As photographic
being considered.

£

e qu i pme nt an d ne w imp ro vem en t s

of

ar e

d i s c cv er e d

aerial photographs vill reatly increase
.

t h e us e

in the

future. Areas of infestation can often be readily
detected and mapped from the air, thus making it possiie
to determine quickly the extent of the area involved and
apply control measures where necessary. If an epidemic
occurs, the use of aerial photographs tsen at a periodic
time viill form a juick and accurate means of determining
its progress or extent, and whether it is necessary to

intensify the control measures. aerial photographs
will act as measuring sticks. This is particularly true
in the case of bark beetle outbreaks in the western
states where surveys by ground crews axe difficult end
Preliminary tests in the use of airplanes for this purpose have been very encouraging.
time consuming.

erial photographs

of

areas where bugs are working

can be enlarged as high as sixty to one.

This has
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possibilities

of accomplishing the same

wk

as bug

spotters 3nd will give a more accurately plotted
location of the bug infested trees. Experiments
along this line may bring ¿urprisingly successful

results.
It is

a knov,n

fact that photographs are

a

valu-

able aid. to the forest patholoCist in analyzing forest
composition in relationship to fungus diseases. (lo)

Plant i ng Surveys
Aerial photographs are rapidly assuming a place of
impcatance as an cffective and. valu.ble administrative
tool in the Forest Service organization. There are e
multitude of uses for aerial photographs in forest
administration work which are nov beginning to be utilized;
among these is the application of aerial photographs to
plantin' surveys. s an eid in planting surveys they
have been utilized to a limited extent. The air photos
reveal the size, the location, Lnd distribution of open
areas needing reforestation, and aid in planning tree
planting programs. (12)
Where there are many small tracts to be planted, it
is imptant that the location of areas to be planted
in relation to one another and their proximity to roads
is known beforehand. Travel, a costly item in any

planting program, ci be reduced to a great extent by
planting fields thich are close together while the crew
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is working in that particular area. eria1 photographs are irnialuable for this purnose in that they not
only show available ro::ds, but also the relative position
of the

fields.

(12)

Within certain limitations,

utilized to determine

aerial photos

can be

the species best adapted to

certain

areas. The species of stock to be pLnted can he
easily determined hen fields are identified as being
located on a ridge, botoom, or side hill. erial
photographs supply the needed informe.t ion at a glance
v.here exposure is an imnortant factor in the selection
of species to be planted. (12)
Pictures shon the degree of natural restocking
present. Of course they re limited in their use,
eliminating many areas from the planting program. The
photographs are useless in determining soil trpe,
soil structure and degree of erosion on the area to be
planted.
preliminaxy plan aerial photos give the
foreman of the planting crew a place to start frani in
locating his property corners, lines, and fields and
For a

getting his crew organization planned before sending
it into the field.

aerial photographs is limited, because
reforestation to any extent is not being carried on
except in areas where other rrterial is available.
This use of

4v?

L

Range SUrVey Work
Rance survey 't.ork in the National

forests is carried

vith the aid of aerial photographs. The ran&e management officer takes contact
ints of vertical, aerial
photographs to the field. Upon these prints he outlines
Ills razin types and vrites in the tyüe designàtion
and forage condition. He also notes all vatering
places, includes springs and streams; classifies the
roads and trails; locates fences, iarticularly Ience
corners , ranch bu ildin , and ail poss ible section
corners. The use of air photos in the field is an
accurate and faster method of locating these features
.mnd s-ives the examiner a comolete picture of all the
area. i in tile office a euestion arises, all he hs
to do is spread these prints before hirn showing a
complete picture of the area.
erial photographs are
an easier method of explaining an area to somebody
else, because this other person does not have to rely
on the examiner's :ord, but he can actually see \;bat
is on the area.
The se print s al so shov. the shades of bro;ns,
eens, and other signs which indicate the
yellows,
difference betveen unused, moderately used, and "pulverized" range. These factors unite to tell whether
the range is being utilized by tte right method, or
whether anything is rong.
on

The use of

material help to

aerial
u

range management officer,

cont mue to be in the

I.

Gaine

.)hOtogTaphs over maps

is of
nd

it vill

future.

Counts

In the making of 'ar

counts the airplane and
aerial photographs are limited in their use. They
can only be utilized ulien no other method v:ill suffice.

erial photos

have been very

effective in

making garne

counts in the

\tnt

where and

much supplemental ground work should be

ordinary
travel difficult or impossible. In southeastern Oregon
aerial photographs have been employed for making a count
of the antelope, as there is no other method of getting
close enough to these fleet animals to determine
accurately their numbers. Another use to be considered
is counting groups of game concentrations und indicating
how

when deep snows make

done, and what plans weed to be

orked out in

nnection

with the control of such a situation.
The im ortant factor in considering the use of
airplanes and aerial photoaphs is that they provide a
quick method of arriving at an accurate gane estimate.
This is especially important and basic in developing

wildlife plans

and.

programs.

I have presented a resume of a few of the uses to
which aerial photographs can be put and profitably used.
In considering and bringing out

their

main

points in the

'ill

find more uses for aerial photographs
in the Forest Service and riate forest industries.
futuTe ve

:i-tt1

such a concentration on modern developments and

improvennt of equipment there nul be a trend tovards
a better nd brooder field in this york.
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V.

THE

ÄIRPLNE

J. General

D MANAGEkflNT OF

THE WILDLIFE RESOURCE

Management of T7ildlife Pesource

airplanes as

aid in the general
management of the vildlife resource is ctill in an
experimental stage; although, aerial ork has been
The use of

very effective in

travel difficult

inter

an

flen deep snovs make ordinary

impossible.
Use of aircraft in gane counts in conjunction
nith aerial photograT)hs is one phase; another phase
is the shoving of game concentrations and indicating
or

when and where supplemental ground

or PJ.ans .orked in connection vith

controls.

ork should be done
genie

counts and

estimate of big game populntions is
necessary s iasis for intelligent management plans
and often indicates cases of overcrowding or depleting
of game by disease, predators, and starvation.
In some areas a shortage of salt can be determined
from air as the larger game animals often paV de
holes in natural salt licks. The condition of the trails
and the holes ill serve as an indice.tor of the uo that
the salt licks are receiving. If a shortage of salt is
indicated, dropping of salt blocks from the sky uill
compensate this shortage.
Then a small group of game is found in some isolated
section of the country v:ith a shortage of forage due to
genie

extreme

.n

'.inter conditions

and hindrance of

travel brought
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about by deep snovs, dropping feed from airolanes may

save them and prolong their
can reach them.

life until

a

ound

In Idaho and the interraountain

party

states

rd ainter in 1938 hcn forage shortage
resulted and the deer v:ere starving, aircraft as
used to supply them ith feed. This use of aircraft
is used only hero n emergency rises and rapid
during a

transportation

action are necessary.
In the Middle 7est and areas ith similar terrain
airplanes are used for hunting predators. 'Then the
terrain is smooth, rolling, and adaptable to landings,
this is SToat sport and a profitable business. Pelt
bounties is the compensatory aspect.
and cjuick

Stocking Lakes v;ith Fish
Restocking streams in the mountains and stooPing
fishless lakes or the back comntry have always presented

1_

difficult

transportation. When fingerling
trout are carried any distance, the water needs to be
aerated; so the problero of transporting fish to maccessible re.ons by pack horse is complicated. (13)
problems of

This process of stocking back country

1ces

has Peon

difEicult, costly, and not a1ays suocessful; the result
is he.avy losses before the fish are planted. in the
lakes. lso there is a low rate of survival. (14)
The use of

containers

was

first

thought of and

experimented with, but because of the crowding

o

The
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fish In them,

strike

and the shock to the

fish

vhen they

the v;ater, they had to be discarded.

cens were dropped by parachutes

Next,

vith the fish escaping

thrcu'h holes cut in the t of the can. To ill
effects either from the descent or the eock of
landin ere noted.
The idea of dropping fish and. watci' from the
plane was discovered by accident. It was found that
the fish were not even stunned hen they hit the
vater; the force of the fall as broken by their
fluttering in the air.(13) A special tank is needed
so that the v.ater for the 'ish could be aerated. So
"the flying fish tank" bas taken its place in the
stocking of reiote mountain lakes from .ttlaska to
Mexico, lakes that are accessible on the ground only
to the sio moving pack string. VJith this discovery
the Bureau of Fisheries found. that fingerlings three
and one-half inches long could be dropped or poured from
a iane flying eighty miles per hour and at an Jtitude
of two hundred and

fifty feet. (14)

This method of planting is only a rrtter of
minutes instead of hours as v.'as the old method required.
In Alaska the lakes are large enough for safe landings

of seaplanes, and cans of fingerlings are merely
poured directly into the v;ater, just as they would be
from iancL(l4)
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In

utilizing

the airplane to keep remote back

cntry

lekes stocked .ith fish the federal government
is merely following the progressive sportsman who
us es the irp lane as a qu ick means of reac hing th ese
wilderness waters. This is particularly true in
.-Jaska.

te

efore this
of fish stocking can be accomplished,
it is necessary to secure a permit from the Jivil Aeronaut ics Authority: first, to drop objects from a. plane,
and second, to fly less than fi
hundred feet above
the ground.

These two conditions are contrary to

their

regulations. (13)
As it becomes necessary to stock back country
lakes, the use of aircraft vil1 be justified more now
that fingerlings can be dropped from the air. Saving
time and lowering the ilortality rate of tk small fish
will more than balance the entra cost that bas to be
contended '.ith vn an airplane is used.
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VI.

O

THER US S

0F JRCR'

IN FORESTRY

Planting of Trees and Their Seed
If broadcast seeding of tree srecies held promise
of success at a reasonable cost, it is logical to assume
that scattering from an airniane vould undoubtedly be
an effective way to distribute the seed o1 sorne smallseeded snecies. The cost of collecting the enormous
quantity of seed required wculd be high. Tests have
indicated that planting nursery grown stock is ti-te best
method, and that, anceut in unusual cases, airect
seeding by airplane is impractical. There are many
factors existing on the ground which cause a very low
rate of survival.
The Forest Service in southern California has
Â.

seeded wild mustard from the

air

it

necessary
to ruickly establish a vegetative cover for watershed
protection on burnt over areas, and to protect these
aroas from erosion. (4)
Transnortation of seedling trees to remote areas
by air has been used with success. In such cases
fairly large cuantities of snail trees have been
delivered to planting sites in good condition because
of their rapid transit.
when

was

the Hawaiian Islands and surrounding islands
some exrDerimenting has been conducted in planting trees
by use of the "bomb" method. The seedlings are put in
On
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a small

container vith

a very

sharp apex.

Then the

airplane was flown ov an areo, the miniature bomb
was released.
hat the results of this experiment are
is unknown. The experinritors were going on the idea
that the damp humid climate would be an id to the survival of the seedling. This idea may have nossibilities
if a type of container could be obtained that would
serve the purpose of ettir the seedling into the
ground and then disintegrate. (15)
B.

Planting of Range Seed
In

seeded

oveniber 1939 the Soil Conservation Service
some

2,500 acres of range lange in Idaho for

the purpose of reestablishing desirable vegetation. (16)
Because of the relatively high precipitation and

potential productivity of t sito artificial revegetation of portions seeded was considered practicable.
.Vith a proper protective cover the area vi1l be valuable
for range forage production, will serve as a means of
conserving water and controlling flood, will provide a
habitat for upland game including deer, birds, and fish,
and can be used to a limited degree for timber production.
(16)

It

decided that uirplane seeding was the most
effective means of brdcasting the seed because of the
was

inaccessibility
tions

viere

of the area.

carried ait

by

The

actual seeding opera-

flying at

a

height of 300 to
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500 feet, so that the seeds were distributed in a swath
about loo foet wide. (16)
The following recommendations

and

suestions,

developed during these seed operations are presented
to assist in conductTh

future seeding frani airplanes:

1.
"The cost of seeding vas not excessive for this
area and should be considerably less for larger areas
or areas having less broken topography." (16)

2.
"An adeauate site analysis should be made to
determine suitable species and possibilities of obtaining
a forage-producing and erosion-resisting cover commensurate the cost." (16)
3.
"Provisions should be made to protect the
seeded area from livestock until the new plants are
well established." (16)

in

4.
"Suitable base operations should be located
the vicinity.
They should include landing field and

means of protecting the plane and supplies from livestock and weather." (16)

5.
"Provision should be made for the ground crew,
both on the area to be seeded and at the base of
operation." (16)

6.
"Cross-seeding is recommended. only then a
full stand in the shortest possible time is desired, as
in r evegetating burned-over vat ersheds abo ve municipalities
or other valuable areas endangered by severe flood hazards."
(16)
'7.
"Agreement should be reached regarding the
minimum requirements for distribution of the seed as a
basis of checking the distribution by the number and
size of creased cards.
Cards one yard squ re would be
adequate." (16)

C.

Range Manaßement
The airplane affords

a

quick

inspecting livestock range.

fiure

on the

degree of use

and.

easy means of

lthough no very close
of

forage can be determined
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from the air, the shades
trails,

yellows, greens,

of brov;ns,

the

nd other sips all indicate the aifferences

between unused, moderately used, overused, and "pulverized" range.
One of the permit tees on the

Forest in Montana, unable

to

Deerlode National

ride a horse for

a

lone

enough time to get over all his range, and distrusting
the verbal descriptions

given by his men, decided to

try an aerial inspection to see how his
the rough and aell-timbered range.

it

cattle had used
its conclusion

he reported to the Forest Ranger describing the range

utilization in almost the same

tms

the Ranger had

formul:ted after an on-the-ground inspection.
The use of

ircraft hill give the whole picture

of the country at once; althìgh, the minor details

will not be considered.
managerrnt

By this method of range

the pelTulittee is able to pick out

the

areas that may need a closer inspection on the ground.

.J2..

Insect Oontrol

Aircraft has been uned only

to

a limited e::tent in

detecting outbreaks of forest insects in this country.
It

is

believed,

however, that such use will greatly

increase in the future.

ireas of infestation can often

be readily detected and mapped. from the air,
it

thus making

possible to determine auickly the extent of the area

involved and apply control measures where necessary.

This is

çrticularly true

in the case of bark beetle

outbreaks in the estern states ':here surveys by ground
cren s sre di. fficu lt and ti r consuming.
The

use of ordinary high speed airplanes in

applying insecticides for the control of defoliating

insects in the forests has been found not to be as
successful as was thought at first. iirplane dusting
has been very successful nhen used for inscts on
field crops, especially in the south. ith this in
mind the Bureau of Enta moloy and

Plant

uarantine and

other agencies determined to develop this method of
control for defoliating insects that inhabit oai
iorests. Several attempts to control auch forest
insects as the i'uca budworm, gypsy moth, and hemlock
looper from te air has been only moderately successful.
The Forest Service in British Columbia has employed
the use of 4rpi.nes in controlling hemlock looper,
and they met v;ith fairly
od success.
Crie of the
chief difficult ies h: s been the extreme hazard involved
in flying sufficiently by, over the tree tops to insure
the insecticide atiere it is ceeded and. to obtain uniform
distribution. The kind and ruggedness of the terrain
is another factor that I.s to be taken into consideration
in dusting.

aith the ability
to carry L.rge loads is something for the dusters to
Development of slower speed planes
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recent tests v:ith the autogiro have
demonstrated its great superiority for such vork because
of 'eater maneuverability. The present autogiro is at
a disadvantage becaue it is unable to carry extra
1are loads which are necessary in dustin. The recent

strive for.

Same

development of concentrated 1icuid spray mixtures or

oil-dust mixtures for application from an autogiro
appears to offer considerable promise for success in
treating rorest stand.s o high volue. The development

tii

kind of a mixture bas the advantage of being
adhesive or glutinous in nature, thus enabling it to
o:r

cling to ttie leaves moro solidly. These two develocment s ny find aíro Line s coining into riere use in Forest
Service in the future, especially when sorne emergency
arises that is too large for the Forest Service to
handle by ordinary means and requires fist and prompt
action.
Transportation of Overhead and Freíhting
erial transpTtation as us ed in the forest administration falls under two in heads, viz: freighting and
supervision or taxi service.
The element of speed is the controlling factor.
erial freighting becomes practical only in emergency
operations such .s re suppression, fire detection, and
E.

rescue vork.

Mercy

fliers sotimes

drop food and
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supplies to persons lost in t forest to alleviate
suffering until actual rescue can be affected. Early
in this thesis I dealt 1ith the use of aircraft in
freighting supplies for fire fighters.
In eastern Canada aircraft was used to haul freight
to logging camps located in areas that were being
"cleaned up," and where the raining stand vas not
sufficiently large to justify building roads into it.
It is iot likely that h'craft vill ever be an
iniportant factor in transportation on the 7ell managed
forests of the future as far as logging operations are
concerned.

(lo)

line of supervision, the high-salaried
executive ,ho has his office in the city can veli
afford to use aircraft to inspect his logging operations.
ircraft will permit the busy executive to come in
C lo se r co nta e t wi th h is w o o ds oper at i o ris and t hus
peilnit him to supervise them properly by direct contact.
In the

(10)
Use of

aircraft in the

especially overhead is

01'

movement of man-power,

great importance in sorne
Especially is this true in

regions of the country.
the western section of the United States and Alaska.
In the

forests

travel are via boat

of
and

Jiska

the

airplane.

principal
The

modes of

Forest Service
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has a

ia11

tion work.

fleet

of "Rangc

Boats" for

tteir administra-

operation casts of these boats are about
twenty-five cents per mile . Their personnel travels
via air either as regular passengers or by chartering
planes. The p:senger rates are almost double the
regular steamer rates, but are only slightly higher
than the cost of operating tLir own boats. Charter
airplanes run from 32.OG to 4O.00 per hour, depending
upon the seating capacity. Cbarters al1o.; free standby tine equal to flying time. Usually a ctìrge of
flying rate is irade for additional standby time. (1?)
The big disadvantage in boat travel, of curse,
is travel tune . By using ìats it often takes several
days to cover a fey. jobs that can readily he covered
by use of airp]ne in a day or less, thus cutting
down the per diem expense. The use of airplanes for
Forest Service work in Jska is increasing each year.
The

(17)
Reg io n 10 Take s to the
ir
By '.'íilliam N. Parke, R-10
The present decade might properly be termed the
"soaring forties" in the annals of 1aska forestry f
Region Ten bas inaugurated airplane travel as a
means of transportation. Not that the airplane has not
been used in previous years, but the policy rermitting
wider use of this
de of travel in our reijlar administrative work was definitely established this year. md
why not?

relar
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Those tio re farni1ir with the intricate system. of
inland. vterways in the 3outheastern 1aska archipelago
realize ho' complex our transportation system really is.
Transportation in the National Forests hLs nturally
folloved the course of least resistance. In Alaska
th is has so far been accomplished tbrou
the use of a
fleet of our on boats which are skippered nd maintained
by our regular F. S. ?lnayt? personnel.

travel li s been reasonably cheap and
fast, it is becoming more evident as times
on that airplane trvel will supplant boat travel in
much of our work. This is not meant to infer that our
boats w il eventually be discarded. They will alvays
Whereas boLt

moderately

oes

.

be needed for tovJng scov;s loaded vith supplies and
equipment . They are necessary to tow wanigans vh ich are
used for ouartering larger vor1c crews on isolated projects

near tide\.ater. Boats will continue to be used for
quartering resource survey and other smaller crews
that usually remain in certain areas for periods of
short dnration. rid they vill continue to be used in

administrative york vhere boat travel is ] ss costly
airpin e travel. But the
advantages of airplane travel for much of our administrati ve work are becoming so pronounc ed that it is s imply
out.

and more convenient than

travel more by air.
Competition heteen ir transportation companies,
and other causes, hve lo''ered the cost of airplane
travel so that rates between the larger communities
i_s only slightly higher by air than by commercial
boat. The cost of operating end maintaining a Ranger
bout, exclusive of crew salones, is only three cents a
mile less than the cost of airplane travel. On the
other hand, airp]ne travel effects such a saving in
travel time thnt tt saving in sälaries and per diem
more than off sets the slightly higher travel rates.
good business to

In the three month period from July to September,
inclusive, Region Ten used 48 flying hours for administrativo travel purroses. This amounts to roughly
5,200 niles vhich is not an alarming distance but at
the same time it is considerably niere than any previous
corresponding period.
lTe are anticipating much viider use of the airplane
in our future ork, nd the tizne is not far distant
when land plane service vili supplement our present sea
plane service. The Forest Service, at least in 1aska,
may eventuolly find it entirely nractical to maintain
and operate a
oup of 3irplanes. The Alaskan ranger of
tomorrow will cuite likely find it just as commonplace
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to cover tus
do

F.

by boat.

I3oinbing"

district
nd

in a plane as be

this is

no

now

idle thinking.

attempts to

Fires

Experiments heve been conducted along the idea of
dropping chemicals, explosives, or water on small fires

to keep them small until ground forces can reach them.
:egion 6 carried on exper iments along this line during
the summer of 1939, but the results were not uoeful.
They uoed only liquids
read by the explosion method.
This method of

"boting" fires

veas

relatively inaccurate. ()
There are possibilities that

expensive and
some day a chemical

in povder form will be invented that will act as a
sifocator when the fire comes in contact with it;
the flies will be extinguished. The same method of

dispersion as is nployed in dusting will then be used
more accurately.
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VII.
L.

FtT URE IIRO VEMEN'T S

Types cf Ii'uture

J1'TD

POS SIBIL IT lES

Lircraft

that can use small
landing fields and yet carry a large load.
Son consideration has been brouht forvard in
the idea that the development of rotary viinged ships
ich \ill carry enough usefal load capacity will be
of great service in the transportation of supplies for
They should be of the type

fires

Tis

end the

transportation

type of ship

sht

e

ill be

of parachute jumpers.

believed to utilize very

runways.

courier plane that has
braking surfaces on its vings enabling it to land ut
25 miles en hour end hop from small fields. The slots
on the leading and flaps on the trailing edges of the
ing, in a slow speed position, are :.djustable
The autogiro bas been considered for such ork
due to its nneuverability, but it cannot carry large
loads nd thus us it exists at the present it can be
of no use, only as a scouting plane.
The army bas developed a

Improvements in Present

ircraft

.A.irships that are used today in

fire protection

standard, even to take offs and landings,
so that time nul not be lost by unnecessary flying
as is so often the case ehen one ship is faster than the
others.
should

be
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Low Speed Plane or

tk

1t1.re

courier plane which pilots call 'jeeps" has braking
on its wing enabling it to land at 25 miles an
hour and hop from small fields. The slot on the leading and flaps on trailing edges
of the wings in a slow-speed position, are adjustable. (AP Wirephoto)
A

F ORT BENNING, GA. surfaces
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Improvements in Landin

C.

When

freihtin

such ships
nd

s

the above

transprtation

1aning fields vil1 be built

iell

come

into use for

of

fire-fihters siïaller

bnd

the ridges cnd narrow

flat ;oods, .ill soon
dotted .ith little fields usable by these tTes of

canyon. bottoms, as
bc
S

yields

as the

hirs.
Other

»_z_

The

Possibilities and Improvements
use of nall dirigibles has -ossibilities for

timber cruising, mapping, carrying of equipment and
supplies for siTeying parties and logging camps.
.s the army at the rrosent time Is developing these
small dirigibles or bdloons for reconnaisarice ;ork,

can't they,be used for forestry

why

v:ork

after this

aorld crisis is over?
rilacing of numbers on lookouts for duick
identification for pilot to determine ihere he is,
The

especially if the

smoke and haze are

covering the ground and blotting out
d

completely

all valleys

and

marks.

nother idea that bas possibilities of ftture
developnìumt is tn uilding of some kind cf portable
beam to guide aircraft to the fire camp or targot.

If

aun Line pilot bas somet hing to serve as a guide,
he feels more secure and. confident, and it is easier
fou the pilot to figure nind drift .nd coìnonsate for
an

the ind when it cornes to rorpirì his stipplies.
The droppir c cooked 'ood in cans to lire
on tue round iould be
gret aver of tibie,

cres

in rough country uith large crews.

Time would not be

consumed by packing the

then cooking

in

ood

and.

it.

rolling kitchen located
on the air field. The Forest Service is conducting
experiments along this line at the present time. (5)
During the sumner of 194G a jumping first-aid.
The food could. 'ce cooked

nan saved. a man?s

life.

at

A

a

parachute jumping physician

ith trained first-aid men is prepared
to jump to ill or injired men v.herever they may be in
the vvild.erness, vJll open a field of service which
vhìo

togethc-r

should. be supported and extended.
E.

Aviation in the
When vie

the

chaes

uture

look back over the last decade and notice
that have been ma de in the use of aircraft

in forestry and then look at the present corLfition of
the orld with stress being laid on airplanes, we can
only stop and vcnder hctber the countless numbers of
airplanes that are being manufactred. today will find a
use after the present chaos is finished.
7hen the disturbed ciditions of the present have
quieted dovn, '.fut vill be the result? During the first

caintry was in the beginning of the autoDid the sanufacturing of automobiles stop

V.orld '7ar tu-us

mobile age.
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at

the viar? Decidedly not, ceonoraic cordJtions
vou1d. not ai10 the manufacturing to stop; it had. to keep
riht on and. as the reLt of tiis eondition automobiles
becuxe a part o this countxj. Will the same condition
exist at the end o this var, and vill the momentum of
the manuIacturin of airplanes caa'ry on over into the
post var period as the manufacturing of autotnobiles did
in the past vorld var?
Will avition play a part in futuie forestry? s
one looks back into the history of aviation and sees
ho it entered forestry at the close of the first ?or1d
;ar, the question 'SWill history repeat itself?tt
With in t he la st s e ver al year s fo r e st er s ha ve
revolutionized the use 01 aircraft in their work and
it is only lodic&l to assume that the use of aviation,
nOn that it is started, will drow in man.itude as nev
deve lopments arc found and people realize its place in
tlae end of

forestry.

VIII.

It

afl.d

AND CONCLTJSIONS

tkt

aviation has a part in
vJll produce beneficial results when

has been

Ibrestry

SU1VThIARY

oven

properly established ai

systeminatieally hanlled.

The

utilization of aircraft for nppirìg, fire T)rotection,
transportation o men and. supplies, timber estimating,
reforestation, tiLìter management , range management,
game counts, road location, plant ing surveys, scouting
fires, insect control, stocking lakes with fish, and
management of wild life resource is not just a myth
but an actual fact.
viation has become increasingly
important

vithin tt lost

few years, and we cen expect

additional develoiDments and increases in use in the
future. Several years hence one slould find avition,
therefore, nr estab]ished and essential part of
forestry. At the present tine the use of aircraft in
the transportation of supplies and parachute fire
fiters is very vital to t! fire protection units of
the Forest Service in some regions

of this country.

aircraft may at tk present time be
obscure and ordinarily unheard of, but tests have shown
that they can be utilized. 71th more interest, technical
Other uses of

advice,

and

research there is every indication to believe

that the practice of forestry without aviation
a rare thing.

will

be

Yet, the progress made to date represents only a
modest start in the right áirection, and until neople
become conscious of the one or more multir,le uses of

aviation in forestry mentioned in this thesis This
forward progress will be cloy; and deliverate.
The develonments of the different uses of aircraft
in relationship to forestry opens up all kinds of
poesibilities in this field. The field in certain
uses is new end where their results will end is
unpredictable. ith future improvements deve loping
one ceri only come to the conclusion that aviation vll
in time be essential to forestry.
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